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K.O.'D is a powerful carpet stain and spot remover. It contains
strong cleaners and degreasers to remove stains due to a wide
variety of causes including dirt, ink, grease, oil, mud, ketchup,
urine, vomit, coffee, tea, alcoholic beverages, soft drinks and blood.
With its concentrated stream spray, and upside down spray valve,
K.O.'D easily attacks spots and stains without heavy over-spray. It
quickly saturates materials for instant cleaning, but because it contains no solvents, it will not soften carpet backing, nor will it leave
any residue behind but K.O.'D doesn't stop there! With an effective
odor neutralizer, odors from urine, vomit and blood are eliminated
through oxidation catalysis, leaving a pleasant fragrance. For
deeply imbedded odors such as animal urine, pre-treat areas with
Omega’s MEGA BAC Liquid Alive Bacteria to completely saturate
the pad and remove the odor, then spot clean area with K.O.’D.
Directions: Shake well before using. K.O.’D must be sprayed with the
container pointed downward. Aim can downwards at spot or stain to be
removed, with can held at arms length. Apply product in short bursts
until spot or stain is thoroughly wet. Wait one minute for spots or stains
to disappear. If necessary, reapply and blot stain with absorbent cloth
or paper towel for soil removal. Some rubbing may be necessary for
stubborn stains. Do not scrub with any harsh brushes or scrubbing
tools, as damage may result. Allow to dry thoroughly after cleaning.
For general carpet cleaning or large areas use Omega’s RENEW
Carpet Extractor solution.
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Areas of Use:
*banquet facilities
*retirement homes
*apartments

*vehicle maintenance
*schools
*model units
*office buildings

Appearance and odor........................Clear spray liquid, with fruity butyl odor.
Specific Gravity..................................Concentrate - 1.0
Propellant...........................................Propane/N-Butane
VOC...................................................N/A
NFPA Fire Rating...............................Flammable Spray
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